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Abstract

Providing valid risk estimates of a genetic disease with variable age of onset is a major challenge for prevention strategies. When data

are obtained from pedigrees ascertained through affected individuals, an adjustment for ascertainment bias is necessary. This paper

focuses on ascertainment through at least one affected and presents an estimation method based on maximum likelihood, called the

Proband s phenotype Exclusion Likelihood or PEL for estimating age-dependent penetrance using disease status and genotypic’
information of family members in pedigrees unselected for family history. We studied the properties of the PEL and compared with

another method, the Prospective likelihood, in terms of bias and efficiency in risk estimate. For that purpose, family samples were

simulated under various disease risk models and under various ascertainment patterns. We showed that, whatever the genetic model

and the ascertainment scheme, the PEL provided unbiased estimates, whereas the Prospective likelihood exhibited some bias in a

number of situations. As an illustration, we estimated the disease risk for transthyretin amyloid neuropathy from a French sample

and a Portuguese sample and for associated breast cancer from a sample ascertained on early-onset breast cancer cases.BRCA1/2 
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INTRODUCTION

Some diseases with variable age of onset are due to the presence of predisposing gene mutations. Precise estimation of the age-specific

cumulative risk (called penetrance function) for mutation carriers is very important for defining prevention strategies and understanding

underlying mechanisms of the diseases.

Before the identification of genes responsible for diseases, penetrance had been estimated using the segregation of the disease in

families. Because families were ascertained through affected individuals (probands), segregation analysis methods included a correction

for ascertainment ; ; . Such methods could also account for variable age of[Cannings and Thompson, 1977 Morton, 1959 Weinberg, 1912 ]
onset by using a survival analysis approach .[Abel and Bonney, 1990 ]

When the gene(s) responsible for a given disease has(ve) been identified, one might expect that the knowledge of genotypes of family

members would allow a more precise estimation of penetrance, but that a correction for ascertainment would still be necessary [Carayol, et

. When families have been ascertained regardless of family history, i.e. on the presence of at least one affected individual, theal. 2002 ]
correction may be obtained by using a prospective likelihood that corrects by conditioning on the ascertainment event [Kraft and Thomas

; ;  and includes a survival analysis approach to account for variable age of2000 Le Bihan, et al. 1995 Plante-Bordeneuve, et al. 2003 ]
onset.

Other methods have been proposed for estimating penetrance, in a different context. The kin-cohort design [Wacholder, et al. 1998 ]
has been proposed to estimate penetrance for carriers of specific mutations of the and genes by comparing the proportionsBRCA1 BRCA2 

of affected relatives between mutation carriers and non carriers in a population in which the specific mutations are frequent. This design is

more generally referred to as the genotype-proband design (GPD) by to emphasize that the proband only was genotypedGail et al. 1999  [ ]
and extended to the so-called GPDR where one or two relatives are genotyped in each nuclear family. These population-based methods

require very large samples of affected and unaffected individuals and do not need any correction for ascertainment. The Genotype

Restricted likelihood (GRL) has been proposed for analysing pedigrees ascertained through familial criteria and for which a formal

correction for ascertainment bias cannot easily be performed.
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In this paper, we present a simple and intuitive approach, based on the Weinberg Proband Method in segregation analysis [Weinberg

, referred to as the Proband s phenotype Exclusion Likelihood (PEL), for estimating age-dependent penetrance using disease status1912 ] ’
and genotypic information of family members in pedigrees ascertained through affected individuals but unselected for family history.

Using simulations, we studied the properties of the PEL and compared its properties to those of the Prospective likelihood which explicitly

models the probability that a family is ascertained. The robustness of the PEL to underlying hypotheses was studied in various situations

likely to be encountered in the analysis of family data.

Finally, both methods were applied to a monogenic disease and a complex disease with monogenic sub-entities: a sample of 27 French

and 33 Portuguese families diagnosed with Transthyretin ( ) amyloid neuropathy and a sample of 30 families with or TTR BRCA1 BRCA2 

associated breast and ovarian cancer ascertained on early-onset breast cancer cases.

METHODS

The Proband s phenotype Exclusion Likelihood (PEL)’

The PEL is a Maximum Likelihood (ML) method that corrects for ascertainment bias when families, in which a deleterious mutation

has been found, have been ascertained through at least one affected individual, i.e. regardless of family history. The penetrance function is

estimated using the phenotypic information, conditioned on genotype, from all family members, including those with unknown genotype.

Correction for ascertainment is performed by removing the phenotypic information of the individual who allowed the family to be detected

(the proband) and by duplicating families when there are several probands in a family.

This principle was introduced by for estimating the segregation ratio in the offspring of two heterozygous parentsWeinberg 1912  [ ]
under recessive inheritance. The argument for discarding the proband is a simple, intuitive one: each ascertained affected individual

(proband) is regarded as providing the information that his(her) parents are capable of producing affected children; then the remaining

members of the sibship provides an unbiased estimate of the ratio of affected to normal individuals. In case of single ascertainment (only

one proband per family), the method has been shown by Fisher 1934  to be fully efficient for sibships, and showed that, in[ ] Crow 1965  [ ]
case of multiple ascertainment, the method yielded a consistent estimate of the segregation frequency provided that sibships were

replicated as many times as there were probands.

We consider the case of a dominant disease where almost all carrier individuals are heterozygotes for the deleterious allele. Let us

denote the vector containing the individuals  phenotypes and the vector of the observed genotypes for the family :Phen nf ’ Genobs f 

 ( ,...., ) with  1 if is affected and  0 if is unaffected,  0Phen = Phen 1 Phennf 
Pheni = i Pheni = i Geni =

if is not a carrier and  1 otherwise.i Geni =

To include non genotyped individuals in the likelihood, we denote  the number of all possible genotypic configurations (which is aΩ
function of the number of unknown genotypes) and , the vector of observed and unobserved genotypes corresponding toGen  ω
configuration . ω

The PEL uses the probability of the phenotypes of the family members other than the proband, denoted , computedPhen *
conditionally on all observed genotypes. For family , the likelihood isf Lf 

Let be the probability of the genotypic configuration , i.e. the joint probability of genotypes of the family in configuration :P  ω ω f  ω

where the product on is taken over all founders of the family and the product on ,  is taken over all parent-offspring triplets.j {l m, n }

is a function of both the frequency of the mutated allele (denoted ) in the general population using Hardy-Weinberg proportionsP  ω fq 

in the founders (parents  status unknown) and Mendelian transmission rates in the triplets, and the mutation rate (denoted ).’ de novo pn 

Practically, is computed using the algorithm of and the conditioning on observed genotypes is obtained byLf Elston and Stewart 1971  [ ]

restricting the summation in the likelihood to the set  of genotypes compatible with the observed ones. Under the assumption thatΩ
phenotypes of relatives are independently distributed conditionally to their genotype:
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where P ( ) is the product over all family members of the probability of phenotypes P ) given his/herPhen */Gen  ω i (Phen /Geni i,  ω
genotype in the configuration , the proband s phenotype being set as unknown. ω ’

Finally, as the families of the sample are assumed to be independent, the total likelihood may be written as:N 

Penetrance function and contribution of family members to the likelihood

Let us denote ( ), the penetrance function for a carrier at age .F ti i ti 

If the individual is still unaffected at age , his contribution to the likelihood at age is:i ti ti 

If is affected at an age of onset included between and (  1), his contribution to the likelihood is:i ti ti +

For the age-dependent penetrance function ( ), we chose the Weibull model with parameters (scale parameter) and (shapeF ti  λ  α

parameter) for the parametric function. The Weibull model is widely used in parametric risk estimation because of its flexibility to adjust

to observed data.

We introduced two additional parameters into the model in order to improve its capacity of adjustment to the data. The possibility that

some carriers will never develop the disease was accounted for by a parameter , the fraction of individuals that would never be affected. κ
We also introduced a parameter , which sets an age before which the probability of being affected is equal to zero. In order to avoid an δ
overparametrization of the model, was not estimated, but fixed on the basis of previous knowledge on the age distribution of the disease. δ

Finally, the penetrance function for carriers, using this extended Weibull model, can be written as follows:

The penetrance is assumed to be known for non-carriers and taken as the risk in the general population.

In our computations, ( , , ) were estimated by Maximum Likelihood (ML) using the program GEMINI . κ  λ  α [Lalouel 1979 ]

Properties of the PEL

The properties of the PEL were assessed by simulating family samples under various disease risk models and ascertainment patterns

with at least one affected member.

Genetic models

Two genetic disease models were considered: 1) monogenic diseases (MD) in which all affected individuals are carriers of a

predisposing mutation and the presence of at least one affected family member is sufficient to detect the presence of a mutation in the

family; 2) complex diseases with monogenic sub-entities (CDMS) in which only a minority of cases is due to rare mutations, such as

breast or colorectal cancer, and the detection of genetic cases usually requires familial criteria to increase the probability that the affected

individuals are mutation carriers. In such diseases, cases due to rare mutations usually occur at a substantially lower age than sporadic

cases, and the inclusion of an age criterion is an alternative to familial criteria to identify families with carrier individuals [Bonadona, et al.

; .2005 Dunlop, et al. 1997 ]

Simulation of pedigree samples

The simulated pedigrees had a fixed size and structure: a couple of ancestors with 4 offspring, each with 2 offspring. Ages were

simulated to fit French demographic data .[Pennec 1996 ]

A genotype was randomly assigned to the pedigree founders and spouses with a frequency of the mutated allele . For the otherfq 

family members, genotypes were randomly assigned using Mendel s laws. In the simulations, was set to 0.01 and , the frequency of ’ fq pn 

mutation was set to 0. Phenotypes were simulated with an age-dependent function, based on the Weibull model in which wasde novo  α
fixed at 3. For the sake of simplicity, we simulated phenotypes with a Weibull model in which and were set to null. For carriers, we κ  δ
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considered two different values for the parameter . The first one corresponding to a cumulative risk of 0.5 by age 80 (called low true λ “
penetrance ) and the second one to a cumulative risk of 0.8 by age 80 (called high true penetrance ). For non carriers, the cumulative risk” “ ”
by age 80 was set to null for monogenic diseases (MD), as and to 0.10 for complex diseases with monogenic sub-entities (CDMS).

Ascertainment process

To model a realistic ascertainment process, we defined time periods (denoted T) for ascertainment of probands. We assumed that only

individuals affected during this period might be ascertained with a probability . We considered two different periods of time: a period ofps 

20 years (T  20) in which essentially all affected individuals may be probands, and a period of 1 year (T  1) in which the probability that= =
more than one affected individual be a proband is negligible. The family was included in the sample if there was at least one proband.

Under the CDMS model, we introduced an age criterion for ascertainment to increase the probability of detecting mutation carriers. As

36 years is the criterion used in the breast and ovarian cancer families analysed in this paper, we used the same age criterion in our

simulations. Then, in the CDMS model, probands are all carriers affected before 36 years during the period T and ascertained with a

probability .ps 

Bias and efficiency

To study the behaviour of the PEL according to the ascertainment scheme and the model considered, we first evaluated, in each case,

the average relative bias estimated by the average on 1000 replicates of 100 pedigrees of the relative bias of risk estimate at age 70 yearsB 

usually taken as the lifetime risk ; ; ; :[Alarcon, et al. 2007 Easton, et al. 1995 Ford, et al. 1998 Gong and Whittemore 2003 ]

 where is the penetrance estimated at 70 years for the replicate and is the true one at the same age.R ̂ i i R 0 

Various situations may affect the estimation of penetrance by the PEL. On the one hand, departure from the underlying hypotheses

may induce a bias. For instance, one assumes that probands are unambiguously identified, which may not be the case and may prevent a

correct replication of families. Another possible source of bias, when some genotypes are missing among relatives, may be a

misspecification of the mutation rate or of the deleterious allele frequency. Indeed, as the proportion of unknown genotypes isde novo 

usually high, the existence of mutations may be difficult to assess. Moreover, neither the value of the mutation rate ,de novo de novo pn 

nor the deleterious allele frequency are usually known in the population. Instead, these parameters are commonly fixed to arbitrary lowfq 

values. On the other hand, to study the loss in efficiency due to unknown genotypes, and therefore, the interest of genotyping probands’
relatives, we evaluated the asymptotic relative efficiencies (AREs) of penetrance estimates, that is, the inverse of the ratio of the variance

estimated with various values of the proportion of unknown genotypes to the variance estimated when all genotypes are known. In each

situation, the variance by age 70 was evaluated by simulating 1000 replicates of 100 families.

Finally, to analyse the interest of the two parameters and in the Weibull model for the age-dependant function, we simulated data κ  δ
using the extended Weibull model with various values of and , and analysed the data without taking one or both of these two κ  δ
parameters into account.

Comparison with the Prospective Likelihood

The Prospective likelihood ;  is the probability of phenotypes given observed[Kraft and Thomas, 2000 Plante-Bordeneuve, et al. 2003 ]
genotypes, conditioned on the ascertainment process that is explicitly modelled, as done in segregation analysis, by the probability that at

least one individual is ascertained in the family, a function of the probability that an individual is ascertained . This π [Morton 1959 ]
method implements the same age-dependent penetrance function as in the PEL. We compared the properties of the PEL with those of the

prospective likelihood in terms of bias and efficiency in various situations.

RESULTS
Behaviour of the PEL according to the ascertainment scheme

shows the relative bias obtained with the PEL when all genotypes are known, under the two different models considered MDTable I 

and CDMS with an age criterion of 36 years as described above, and the two time periods considered; we have checked that results were

similar when various proportions of unknown genotypes were introduced. Under both models, the PEL provided unbiased or nearly so

estimates in all the situations considered. shows the relative efficiencies (AREs) under the MD model obtained when theTable II 

proportion of unknown genotypes among relatives varies from 50  to 100 , compared to the case where all genotypes are known, in the% %
two extreme situations of ascertainment i.e. high ( l, T 20), and low( 0.5, T l) ascertainment probability. In all situations, the loss inps = = ps = =

efficiency is quite small, whatever the true penetrance value. Under the CDMS model, the effect is quite similar, although slightly more

important, with AREs varying from 56 to 69  according to the ascertainment probability and the true penetrance value, in the extreme%
situation where only the proband s genotype is known. Therefore, genotyping the relatives brings some additional information on the risk’
estimate, compared to the situation where only their phenotype is known, but the gain in efficiency is expected to be modest.
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Robustness to a departure from underlying hypotheses

Misspecification of probands

shows the relative bias in the penetrance estimate in the extreme case when only one proband (chosen at random in theTable III 

simulation process) is identified in each family, so that families are not replicated, even though some of them should be. For the CDMS

model, the results are relatively close to those obtained when replicating the families ( ). For the MD model, when the time periodTable I 

for ascertainment of probands is 20 years (ascertainment of several affected individuals in the same family is more likely), the relative bias

can be as high as 13 .− %

Misspecification of genetic model parameters

We have studied the sensitivity of penetrance estimates to misspecification of and in case of a MD model, with a highpn fq 

ascertainment probability ( 1, T 20) and for a low penetrance. We found that the method was not sensitive to a misspecification of the ps = =

mutation rate when it is fixed at different values (10 or 0) in the analysis whereas its true value is 10 and in case where 80de novo pn 4 − 5 −

 of genotypes are unknown. Regarding , when this parameter was set at a higher value (0.1) than its true value (0.01), the relative bias% fq 

generated was almost negligible 3 ) when all genotypes are known while the relative bias was not negligible ( 18 ) when only the% − %

proband s genotypes are known. But this situation is not very realistic. On the other hand, when was set at a lower value (10 ) in the’ fq 6 −

analysis, the relative bias was almost negligible, 3  when all genotypes are known and 6  when only the proband s genotypes are known.% % ’
So, we found that the method was quite robust to a misspecification of the frequency of the mutated allele .fq 

Interest of the Extended Weibull model

shows the penetrance estimates when families are simulated with 0.10, in the high penetrance case, and analyses areFigure 1  κ  =
performed with Weibull models including a parameter or not. Ignoring in the model modifies the form of the penetrance curve and may κ  κ
induce an over estimation of the penetrance function. Note that, because has an effect on the shape of the curve, this result would have κ
been missed, had we only measured the relative bias in penetrance estimated at 70 years. Moreover, we have simulated families with a  δ
equal to 25 years and a null, and we have verified a large misspecification (  10 or 0) only slightly affects the form of the penetrance κ  δ =
curve.

Comparison with the prospective likelihood

presents the results obtained with the Prospective likelihood under the same ascertainment models as for the PEL. TheTable IV 

Prospective likelihood provided almost unbiased estimates in case of MD, but exhibited a non negligible relative bias in CDMS,

particularly when the true penetrance is low. In terms of efficiency, we evaluated AREs only under the MD model where the Prospective

likelihood provided unbiased estimated. The prospective method provided similar efficiency as the PEL in a wide range of situations,

varying from 0.5 to 1.9 according to the ascertainment probability, with the highest relative efficiency when ascertainment probability was

high (the reference here is the estimation with the PEL). This method appeared as robust as the PEL to a high proportion of unknown

genotypes, with AREs varying from 59 to 100  according to the ascertainment model and the proportion of unknown genotypes (results%
not shown).

APPLICATION

The PEL was applied to data illustrating the MD and CDMS models considered in this paper: 1) families ascertained from patients

affected by a genetic disease with variable age of onset, the transthyretin amyloid neuropathy, 2) a sample of breast and ovarian cancer

families with or mutations, ascertained through early-onset breast cancer cases.BRCA1 BRCA2 

Transthyretin (TTR) amyloid neuropathy

Transthyretin ( ) amyloid neuropathy is an autosomal dominant condition characterised by deposition of amyloid substance madeTTR 

up of mutated . This severe condition, firstly described in Portugal, involves mainly the peripheral nervous system and the heart.TTR 

Although distributed worldwide, the disease is often clustered in limited areas like in Portugal, Japan and Sweden with different genotypic

and phenotypic variation including the age of first symptoms. In France, we are dealing with 2 populations i.e. of Portuguese and of

French origins. Virtually all the families are referred to the department of Neurology of Bic tre Hospital which is the national center ofê
reference for this rare disease. Many pathogenic transthyretin variants have been detected among the French population, but only one

variant, the Val30Met, was detected in the Portuguese population. In a previous paper, we had analyzed a sample of 79 families (46 French

and 33 Portuguese) investigated in the neurology department of Bic tre Hospital and found a strong difference in penetrance functionê
between these two populations . In the present paper, we restricted the analysis to Val30Met carriers (20[Plante-Bordeneuve, et al. 2003 ]
French and 33 Portuguese kindreds). TTR genotype was available for 108 and 139 relatives in French and Portuguese families of whom

respectively 47 and 50 were carriers. The proportions of unknown genotypes among relatives were respectively 72  and 68 . The% %
deleterious allele frequency was arbitrarily set to 0.001, and the mutation was set to 0 in both analyses.de novo 
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shows the penetrance functions estimated with the PEL in the French and Portuguese families. Confidence intervals (obtainedFigure 2 

by bootstraps) are given for ages 50, 60 and 70. The plateau in Portuguese estimation shows the existence of a proportion of carriers which

will never be affected (i.e.  0.09, significantly different from zero with a < 0.001) which illustrates the importance of κ = pvalue 

implementing in the weibull model. In both samples, the penetrance curve estimated by the Prospective likelihood was very close the one κ
obtained with the PEL, which illustrates that the choice of the method is not crucial in such a situation.

Breast cancer due to BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations

Families had been selected through 317 women suffering from invasive breast cancer, diagnosed before 36 years between January

1990 and January 1998, and followed up at the Institut Curie. Genetic counselling was proposed to all women and 153 of them came to the

appointment to the Institut Curie cancer clinic. A and and genetic screening was systematically proposed whateverBRCA1 BRCA2 TP53 

the family history, and 145 of them underwent genetic testing . The entire coding sequence of both genes was[Chompret, et al. 2001 ]
analyzed by a combination of DGGE, DHPLC, and PTT ; . Sixteen and 14 patients with[Stoppa-Lyonnet, et al. 1997 Wagner, et al. 2000 ]
respectively a germline or mutation were identified. In these families, genetic testing was proposed to relatives asBRCA1 BRCA2 

recommended by the French guidelines . Among the 30 families, genotype was available for 33 relatives of whom 17[Eisinger, et al. 1998 ]
were found to be carriers. In 16 families, the proband was the only one individual tested in the family as no relative asked for genetic

testing, and the overall proportion of unknown genotypes among relatives was 91 .%

The frequency of the mutated allele, , was set to 0.001 and the mutation was set to 0. The cumulative risk for non-carriersfq de novo 

was taken as the risk in the general population.

shows the estimations of the penetrance function using the PEL and the Prospective likelihood. The sample being relativelyFigure 3 

small, families with BRCA1 (16 families) and BRCA2 (14 families) mutations were pooled. Confidence intervals were estimated for ages

50, 60 and 70 years. The two methods provide different penetrance curves, with smaller risks using the PEL, which illustrates that the two

methods are not equivalent under such a model. However, the difference is not statistically significant, probably because of the small

sample size.

DISCUSSION

As underlined by , the problem of correction for ascertainment is, in most situations, literally intractable.Vieland and Hodge 1995  [ ]
These authors recommended that future efforts focus on the development of robust approximate approaches to the problem. The aim of our

study was to propose a simple method to estimate the penetrance function from pedigrees ascertained on one affected case, and where a

variable number of relatives have been genotyped, and to determine whether this method fulfilled such requirements.

Using simulations under various genetic models and various ascertainment schemes, the PEL, based on a principle of a classical

method proposed in segregation analysis , turned out to generally provide very satisfactory results. This method has the[Weinberg, 1912 ]
advantage of being very simple and of leading to unbiased penetrance estimations, provided that the families with several probands are

counted as many times as there are probands in the case of multiple ascertainment. When probands are not specified and families cannot be

replicated, we showed that the risks might be underestimated but with a small relative bias. We have shown a relatively low sensitivity to a

misspecification of the parameters in the genetic model, and found that the extended Weibull model allowed in general a better, although

modest, fit to the data. We also showed that efficiency of the PEL was moderately affected when a substantial proportion of genotypes was

unknown under both models, and performed well even when a limited number of relatives have been genotyped.

The Prospective likelihood, which also provides penetrance estimates using genotypes of relatives in pedigrees, usually appears to

perform almost equally well as the PEL under the MD model, but not under the CDMS model where this method leads to biased estimates,

particularly when the penetrance is low. A possible explanation of the bias observed when using the Prospective likelihood is that it

assumes that all individuals have an equal probability of being included in the sample, and in particular that ascertainment events are

independent within families. This assumption is usually not fulfilled because, for instance, affected individuals in the older generations

may have a null probability of being ascertained, and two siblings are not usually independently ascertained. Moreover, adding an age

criterion for the ascertainment implies that all affected individuals do not have the same probability of being ascertained and this is

probably one of the reasons why the Prospective likelihood is biased in the CDMS model for which the ascertainment criteria are quite

stringent.

The other methods that have been mentioned in the introduction for estimating penetrance apply to a completely different context. The

kin-cohort design , and more generally the genotype-proband design (GPD) and the GPDR [Wacholder, et al. 1998 ] [Gail, et al. 1999 ]
cannot be applied to the same samples as the PEL. Indeed, the GPD and GPDR are population-based designs which require very large

samples of affected and unaffected individuals and do not need any correction for ascertainment. Moreover these methods have been

designed for common mutations in common diseases, and can be applied neither to the MD model nor to the general situations of
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mutations predisposing to common cancers in which each mutation is very rare and carriers are difficult to identify at the population level.

The Genotype Restricted likelihood (GRL) has been developed for estimating penetrance from pedigrees ascertained on familial criteria,

and corrects for ascertainment by conditioning the likelihood on all phenotypes of pedigree members .[Carayol and Bonaiti-Pellie 2004 ]
This method has the advantage of being unbiased, whatever the selection criteria, but, as the retrospective likelihood [Kraft and Thomas,

, has the drawback of lacking efficiency, particularly when there are numerous unknown genotypes in the family 2000 ] [Alarcon, et al.

. Therefore, the GRL should be restricted to samples of families ascertained on multiple affected individuals in which ascertainment2007 ]
correction cannot easily be performed. When families are ascertained on specific familial criteria, a Prospective likelihood correcting for

these criteria may be used , but the effects of a departure from the underlying hypotheses have not been studied.[Le Bihan, et al. 1995 ]

As an illustration, we estimated the penetrance function for transthyretin amyloid neuropathy from a French sample and a Portuguese

sample and for breast cancer from a sample ascertained on early-onset breast cancer cases. For transthyretin amyloid neuropathy in the

Portuguese sample and in the French sample, penetrance curves estimated with the two methods were quite similar, as expected according

to the simulation study. Interestingly, the importance of introducing a kappa parameter in the Weibull model is well illustrated in the

Portuguese sample.

For breast cancer families, the inclusion of an age criterion implies a very low ascertainment probability, in which case the PEL is

expected to provide a lower relative bias than the Prospective likelihood. Thus the results obtained by the PEL are more likely to be the

correct estimates. We must however keep in mind that not all families fulfilling the inclusion criterion were investigated and that the

patients who underwent genetic testing might have been motivated by a stronger family history. Such a potential bias is difficult to correct

but should be considered in the interpretation of results. Note that the risks obtained by the PEL are close to those obtained by Bonadona et

from a population-based series of early-onset breast cancer cases (age at diagnosis less than 45), and slightly smaller than thoseal 2005  [ ]
obtained by Antoniou et al 2003  from 22 studies unselected for family history, 10 of which were ascertained on early-onset breast cancer[ ]
cases (limit 36 to 50 years), although risks estimated in these studies are not strictly comparable to our estimations because we pooled 

and mutations.BRCA1 BRCA2 

Confidence intervals were obtained by bootstraps. The use of bootstraps implicitely assumes that families are independent, which is

not the case when families are replicated, and in particular for transthyretin amyloid neuropathy families. However, we have checked, by

simulations, that estimated variance were similar whether families are replicated or not in case of multiple probands.
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Figure 1
Sensitivity of the penetrance function estimate to the presence of a parameter in the Weibull model κ

Figure 2
Penetrance of the TTR mutation involved in the Transthyretin amyloid neuropathy estimated using the PEL and the Prospective likelihood in

the French and in the Portuguese family sample.
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Figure 3
Penetrance of BRCA1/2 carriers in the French breast cancer fa milies.
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Table I
Quantification of the relative bias in penetrance estimate at 70 years using the PEL

Genetic model ( )* ps 
( )* Time period T (in years) Relative bias ( )%

High true penetrance Low true penetrance

MD

1 20 2 2
1 2 3

0.5 20 2 3
1 2 3

CDMS

1 20 2 3
1 2 4

0.5 20 2 3
1 3 3

( ) * MD: Monogenic disease; CDMS: complex disease with monogenic sub-entities; : probability of being ascertained for individuals affected during the period T;ps 

Table II
Relative efficiency of the PEL according to the proportion of unknown genotypes under the MD model

Ascertainment probability Proportion of unknown genotypes among relatives ( )% Asymptotic relative efficiency (reference all relatives tested)

High true penetrance Low true penetrance

high

50 0.97 0.92
75 0.92 0.88

100* 0.82 0.74

low

50 0.98 0.95
75 0.97 0.91

100* 0.87 0.84

 * Situation in which only the proband s genotype is known’

Table III
Quantification of the relative bias in penetrance estimate at 70 years using the PEL without any replication of families in case of multiple probands

Models ( )* Ps 
( )* Time period T (in years)

Bias without replication ( )%

High true penetrance Low true penetrance

MD 1 20 −4 −13

1 1 1
0.5 20 −1 −4

1 2 2

CDMS 1 20 0 1
1 2 3

0.5 20 1 2
1 2 3

( ) * MD: Monogenic disease; CDMS: complex disease with monogenic sub-entities; : probality of being ascertained for individuals affected during the time period T.ps 
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Table IV
Quantification of the relative bias in penetrance estimate at 70 years using the prospective likelihood

Genetic model ( )* Ps 
( )* Time period T (in years) Relative bias ( )%

High true penetrance Low true penetrance

MD

1 20 0 −3

1 3 2
0.5 20 1 0

1 1 −2

CDMS

1 20 5 14
1 9 21

0.5 20 5 14
1 10 21

( ) * MD: Monogenic disease; CDMS: complex disease with monogenic sub-entities; : probality of being ascertained for individuals affected during the time period T.ps 


